Octopus Challenge

What happens if you throw a yellow rock into the Red Sea? It gets wet.
Complete the multiple choice activity.

___ 1. The external fold, or folds, of the soft, exterior membrane of the body of a mollusk.
   A. Octopus  B. Suction Cups  C. Mantle  D. Siphon

___ 2. A symbol representing eight units, as 8.
   A. Eight  B. Octopus  C. Suction Cups  D. Camouflage

___ 3. Each arm has two rows of these
   A. Suction Cups  B. Eight  C. Poison  D. Cephalopod

___ 4. "Head foot"
   A. Mantle  B. Suction Cups  C. Poison  D. Cephalopod

___ 5. A tube used to release water
   A. Poison  B. Siphon  C. Cephalopod  D. Octopus

___ 6. A genus of eight-armed cephalopods, including numerous species, some of them of large size.
   A. Ink cloud  B. Siphon  C. Octopus  D. Eight

___ 7. Used to break through an animals shell
   A. Poison  B. Eight  C. Camouflage  D. Sharp Beak

___ 8. special coloring to blend in with surroundings
   A. Ink cloud  B. Sharp Beak  C. Suction Cups  D. Camouflage

___ 9. A dark, inky liquid
   A. Mantle  B. Octopus  C. Ink cloud  D. Cephalopod

___ 10. Made in mouth and used to kill its prey
   A. Siphon  B. Poison  C. Cephalopod  D. Suction Cups